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ABSTRACT

Drones are well-known threats both in military and civil environments. Identifying them accurately and localizing
their trajectory is an issue that more and more methods are trying to solve. Several modalities can be used to
make it such as radar, optics, radio-frequency communications and acoustics. Nevertheless radar suffers from a
lack of reflected signal for small targets, optical techniques can be very difficult to set in natural environments
with small targets, and self-flying drones can avoid radio detection. Consequently, this paper deals with the
remaining acoustic modality and aims to localize an acoustic source, then to identify it as a drone or a noise
using array measurements and a supervised learning method. The acoustic array allows to determine the source
direction of arrival and a spatial filtering is performed to improve the signal to noise ratio. A focused signal
is then obtained and used for characterizing the source. The performances obtained to identify this source as
a drone or not are compared for two different learning models. The first one uses two classes drone and noise
with a classic Support Vector Machine model while the second one is based on an One Class Support Vector
Machine algorithm where only the drone class is learned. A database is generated with 7001 observations of
drone flights and 3818 observations of noise recordings within a controlled environment where signals are played
one at a time, given that an observation is a sequence of 0.2 s of signal. Results of localization show an average
error concerning the elevation angle bounded to 3.7◦ whereas identification results on this database give 99.5 %
and 95.6 % accuracies for the two classes approach and the one class approach, respectively. It is shown that
this high accuracy is reached thanks to the intrinsic separability of the created data obtained by the different
features that have been chosen to compute.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Drones are more and more used for both military and civil applications. Although they can help in most cases,
they can also represent threats for valuable assets in these two fields. To monitor the potential misuse of such
tools, it becomes essential to develop identification devices to detect, track and potentially neutralize them as
quickly as possible. Radar-based detection tools are developed for this purpose but they rely on an active system
that can be deceived if the reflected parts of the target are not enough present.1 Radio frequency communications
interception between the drone and its pilot can also be used for detection but models that do not require any
control are already developed.2 Video-based frameworks are also proposed but they are strongly dependent of
the weather conditions3 and the detection of flying objects is more complex than the well-developed detection
schemes for autonomous cars.4 The final modality studied within this contribution, is to work with the acoustics
signals emitted by the drone, as it is obvious that a powerful drone is inherently noisy.5 Teams already work
on that subject using one microphone and supervised machine learning techniques for detection,6 developing
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acoustic array methods to track the target drones in time7–9 or combining both aspects to track and identify
them at the same time.10 In light of the numerous different solutions proposed to tackle this problem, it is clear
that the state of the art method is not defined yet. This work is trying to establish a rigorous framework that
embed the promising solutions all together for both localization and identification of drones. It starts with a
localization step using an acoustic array. A spatial filter is applied to signals toward the direction given from
this localization, allowing an enhancement of the signal to noise ratio. This so-called focalization step ends up
with an one dimensional audio signal to identify. This identification is carried out by machine learning thanks
to two different approaches: a supervised model that differentiates drone signals from noise ones in a binary
classification task and a semi-supervised model learned over drone signals that detects noises as outliers. In this
study both approaches are considered using Support Vector Machine algorithms, the classical version for the
binary problem (SVM) and the One Class extension for the outlier detection case (OC-SVM). These methods
are validated against experimental data created in a controlled environment. The ground truth localization
is assessed by a infrared positioning system and both drone and noise data are recorded using a 81-channels
acoustic array. The contribution is organized as follows: the section 2 explains the methodology developed to
build the whole framework. Section 3 describes the available data produced to test it. The localization and
identification results are given and discussed in section 4. The conclusion in section 5 ends this study.

2. METHODOLOGY

The localization and identification process is given in Fig. 1 with different blocks that describe its steps. The
localization allows to find the direction of arrival of a targeted sound source present near the acoustic array. The
focalization produces an single audio signal from the array recordings that is filtered in the direction of arrival.
Finally the identification classifies this sound signal as a drone or a noise comparing it to the previously learned
cases. This contribution deals with the single acoustic source case, given that this source can be a drone or any
different sound that will be called noise in the following.

Localization
Angle of arrival deter-

mination (θ, ϕ) using an
acoustic imagery method

Focalization
Sum of the delayed signals
in the direction of arrival

Identification
Signal characterization
using a machine learn-
ing model to classify it

Drone

Noise

Figure 1. Sketch of the whole localization and identification of a drone. It is composed of three successive steps: the
localization, the focalization and the identification. These steps enable the system to both track and identify an acoustic
source as a drone or a noise.

2.1 Localization

The process starts with a localization step that aims to find the angular position of the acoustic source located
around the array. The signals recorded by the acoustic array are cut into 0.2 s-long sequences, with a 50 %
overlap, as depicted in Fig. 2. A cross spectral matrix Γk is computed for each sequence,11 ordered by the index
k. This data matrix gathers the information recorded by the microphones and specifically the delays between the
channels, required to find the angle of arrival of the source. This is carried out with the help of a conventional
beamforming (CBF, Eq. 1),

CBFk(θ, ϕ) =
g∗(θ, ϕ) Γk g(θ, ϕ)

Tr(Γk) ||g(θ, ϕ)||2
, (1)
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Figure 2. Cutting procedure of the recorded signals from the acoustic array.

with θ and ϕ the considered elevation and azimuth angles, g the steering vector of the array in this angular
direction (θ, ϕ), Tr(.) the trace operator and .∗ the conjugate transpose operator. It gives a normalized acoustic
map12 for every considered pair of angle and the maximum of the produced map is selected as the direction of
arrival of the source, given by (θmk

, ϕmk
).

2.2 Focalization

The goal of this step is to give as an output a spatially filtered signal in the direction of arrival of the sound
source. The distances between the microphones and the first one taken as a reference are first projected on the
vector that gives the direction of arrival umk

= [cos(θmk
) cos(ϕmk

), cos(θmk
) sin(ϕmk

), sin(θmk
)]T . Delays are

recovered by dividing these distances by the speed of sound in air c0. They are applied on every time signal that
are then summed in order to give the final filtered signal for a given sequence k.

Finally the overlapped sequences are combined together by first applying a raised cosine window to ensure
0-amplitude samples on the borders of each sequence. Then they are summed according to their original position
within the signal as described in Fig. 2, thanks to the overlap-add technique.13

2.3 Identification

This final step aims at classifying the localized and filtered source as a drone or a noise. Two ways are considered
in this work: a supervised Support Vector Machine (SVM) model and a semi-supervised One Class Support
Vector Machine (OC-SVM) one. They both work the 0.2 s sequences of focused signals. Consequently a so-
called observation (Obs.) is a 0.2 s-long sequence of focused signal on which features detailed in section 2.3.3
are computed. To compare both models the accuracy is chosen and is given by the ratio between the number of
correctly classified observations over the total number of observations.

2.3.1 Support Vector Machine

The first SVM model14 is a supervised machine learning technique that classically works with two classes. It
means that a first learning step is required, in which examples of both classes are given in order to build a
boundary between them. This boundary is defined by the hyperplan that separates the two classes with a
maximum margin. For this work the Scikit-learn algorithm version is implemented,15 with no kernel and a
coefficient C set to 1.

2.3.2 One Class Support Vector Machine

The second model is OC-SVM16 which aims at detecting outliers from a cluster of observations. In a clustering
scheme, outliers are defined as points that do not belong to any perceived cluster. The cluster to be identified
here, composed of drone observations, is learned from example data to build an hyperplan between them and the
origin of the considered vector space. Then new observations are classified according to their position compared
to this hyperplan as members of the group or outliers. Although the method can use take advantage of kernels
to go into higher dimension vector spaces, kernels are not required in this application because of the intrinsic
separability of the used data, illustrated in section 4. The method relies on the parameter ν to build its hyperplan
between the data and the origin of the vector space. It allows to tune the fraction of outliers within the learning
observation set provided to learn. The lowest ν, the lowest fraction of outliers is authorized so almost all the
data are taken to learn. Consequently ν represents directly the fraction of missed drone identifications. For the
aimed application it is clear that a low ν is required because the learning set is composed only of drone examples.



Although OC-SVM is presented as an unsupervised model, in this study it is considered as a semi-supervised one
since a first learning step is performed. So knowledge about the drone data that are given to build the hyperplan
renders the process non fully unsupervised.

2.3.3 Features

32 features are computed17 over three different domains: the temporal, spectral and cepstral domains. It leads
to 96 features that describe the most exhaustively possible the input signals by means of statistical oriented,
entropy oriented or shape oriented descriptors. It is shown that the use of this entire set of features allows
to improve the classification performances.18 Observations are separated in two groups, the learning and test
observations, allowing to test the built boundaries over new observations. In order to set the ν parameter of the
OC-SVM, the noise class learning observations are used: for different ν, their classification error is computed
and the optimal ν is taken as the lowest before the increasing of the error, observed in Fig. 5, section 4.2. This
process to set ν still supports the fact that the OC-SVM model is only semi-supervised.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATASET

Data have been collected by a Siemens Sound Camera composed of 81 MEMS microphone channels that has
already been used in other acoustic applications.19 Three different drones have flown to create the database.
Their position along time have been recorded by 12 Vicon T40S cameras.20 The acoustic array and the three
drones are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Used material for the database creation. On the top the Siemens Sound Camera acoustic array. On the bottom
the three drones that have flown to create the database.

By the use of three different drones the class drone is ensured to encompass more different models. Indeed they
have not the same motor technology, nor blade length, provoking different fundamental radiating frequencies.
They have flown according to two numerically controlled trajectories of about one minute long with a distance
to the array varying between 50 cm to 1.1 m. The ground truth is provided by the Vicon cameras.

The noise class is composed of 8 different sounds of around 30 s each: sinus signals at 1 and 3 kHz, white
noise, sweep signal from 0 to 12 kHz, drill, engine, and helicopter noises. They are synthetically created or they
come from a BBC sound database.21 In practice they are played by a loudspeaker located at three different
positions.

Table 1 sums up the number of usable flights (trajectory 1 and 2) provided by the acquired data with
the drones, the number of different noises and positions taken by the loudspeaker, and the final number of
observations that are effectively taken for learning (Lear.) and test (Test) steps. For the drones, the learning is



performed on trajectory 1 and the test on the trajectory 2, whereas only the helicopter noises are isolated for
the test step (for the three positions of loudspeaker), and all the other noises are used for learning.

Table 1. Acquired data for drone and noise classes.

Drone Noise
# trajectory 1 / 2 15 / 11

# noises / # positions 8 / 3
# Obs. (Lear. / Test) 3924 / 3077 2865 / 953

The two classes are slightly unbalanced but they still have a reasonable number of observations each to be
able to describe themselves accurately. It is important to consider that the test step is performed on helicopter
noises that seem to be the closest noises to the drone signals and they are not used at all during the learning
step.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Localization

Localization results are illustrated using one flight of trajectory 1. All the flights have been processed and results
are similar. Fig. 4a represents a comparison between the angular CBF tracking of the drone and the ground
truth given by the Vicon cameras. A quantitative comparison of the elevation angle θ along this same trajectory
is given in Fig. 4b.
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(a) Example of a trajectory. (b) θ angle as a function of time.

Figure 4. Localization results with - the position of the drone given by the Vicon system and - the position of the drone
given by the maximum of the conventional beamforming result. (a): illustration of a part of the trajectory 1, the array is
located at the center of the meshed sphere. (b): elevation angle as a function of time for the trajectory 1. The trajectory
part represented on subfigure (a) is given by the dashed vertical lines.

Acoustic localization given by the CBF maximum and ground truth localization given by the Vicon system
are similar along the trajectory. However it is clear that for low elevation angles, a shift between them is observed
with an acoustic localization that overestimates θ. Over the total trajectory, a mean error of 3.7◦ is made with
the CBF estimate of the θ direction of arrival. The azimuth angle is not studied here because of excessive
variations when the drone fly over the vertical of the array, which renders the analysis unstable. The illustration
in Fig. 4a shows that its estimation is still accurate.

New data have been generated to investigate the causes of the elevation angle error and they are currently
studied. Hypotheses are focused on potential room reflexions, CBF wrong estimation of the direction of arrival
and diffraction on the array or presence of a directivity pattern with it.



4.2 Identification

Classification errors on drone and noise classes observations for the learning and the test groups are first compared
as a function of ν in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. Classification error for different sets of observations as a function of the OC-SVM parameter ν. Classification
errors for the drone class sets, curves - and -, are varying linearly since ν directly controls the fraction of outliers present
in the learning set. The noise class learning set, curve -, defines the parameter ν value at 0.05. Below this value this error
is increasing. It must be noted that the model only learns on the drone class learning set. All the curves are produced
once the hyperplan is built, looking at the position of the data compared to it.

The classification errors associated with both learning and test sets for the drone class vary linearly as a
function of ν as expected given that ν directly controls the fraction of outliers allowed. For the noise class sets,
the errors are null for values above ν = 0.05 and they raise below this threshold. Indeed, when ν is set too low,
the hyperplan is searched to take almost all the studied vector space into account. As a consequence even the
noise class observations fall into the drone class.

So in the following, ν is set to 0.05 and both SVM and OC-SVM classify the observations of the test sets.
The classification results are gathered in Tab. 2.

Table 2. Confusion matrices. (a): SVM classification results. (b): OC-SVM classification results.

(a) SVM Predicted class (b) OC-SVM Predicted class

Reference class
Drone Noise

Reference class
Drone Noise

Drone 99.4 % 0.6 % Drone 94.2 % 5.8 %
Noise 0 % 100 % Noise 0 % 100 %

For the noise class, the classification results are the same: all the noises are classified in their class or in
the drone one. However, some of the drone observations are classified as noise and these wrong classifications
happen more frequently for the OC-SVM model. It follows that SVM has a 99.5 % accuracy when OC-SVM
achieves 95.6 % accuracy for this classification task. Nevertheless even in the worst case using the OC-SVM
model the implemented system classifies, over 10 consecutive seconds of drone signal, 9.42 s in the drone class
against 0.58 s in the noise class. It may allow to build a strong identification system given that the wrongly
classified observations are not necessarily consecutive within the signal.

An insight of why the two methods can give similar results is given by representing the histogram of the
values taken by the feature that separate the best the two considered classes, here feature number 53, which
encapsulate entropy information within the spectral domain. The histogram counts the number of observations
that take a given value for the considered feature. These values computed over the learning sets are given in
Fig. 6a whereas the test sets values are in Fig. 6b.

In the learning case, drone and noise class distributions are almost entirely separable thanks to this feature.
As a consequence the binary problem solved by the SVM method can achieve accurate classification results.
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(a) Learning case histogram of feature 53. (b) Test case histogram of feature 53.

Figure 6. Histogram of the most significative feature over the drone and noise observation sets.

Then it can be seen that the noise class distribution is positioned within the negative values. This is why even
without using a kernel (and consequently staying in the vector space of the computed features) the OC-SVM
method can find a hyperplan that separates the drone and noise classes because it is equivalent to separate the
drone class from the origin of the vector space.

When going into the test case, the noise class distribution is entirely positioned within negative values. If
one has to set a threshold between the two distributions in the train case, it is clear that the test values of this
feature for the noise case would be below this threshold. Consequently the 0 %-error obtained for this class is
understandable. Inversely for the drone class, values would stay under this threshold giving the badly classified
observations observed in Tab. 2.

Finally concerning the SVM against OC-SVM results, it can be seen that the best compromise to separate
both classes in the train histogram should be to take a threshold slightly negative. However OC-SVM separates
only compared to the origin and as a consequence it keeps more drone observations within the noise class than
SVM can do as it is observed in Tab.2.

All these explanations highlight the fact that the computed features are well suited for the input acoustic
signals they deal with. They efficiently separate them allowing the classification method to work easily afterward.
However it has to be kept in mind that these data are academic in the sense of they deal with a single source
case in a quiet environment so this analysis has to be continued for more complex configurations.

5. CONCLUSION

A framework to perform drone localization and identification is described. The localization step relies on an
acoustic array method, the conventional beamforming, to find the angular direction of arrival of a nearby acoustic
source. Then using the multiple available channels of the array a spatial focalization is made in this direction
to obtain a filtered output that can be used for the next identification step. Two different machine learning
models known as Support Vector Machine and One Class Support Vector Machine are implemented to identify
the two defined classes drone and noise. The former uses a binary classification scheme whereas the latter only
learns with drone class observations and noise class observations are identified as outliers. Data recorded with
unique source configurations validate this framework with a localization error bounded under 3.7◦ on average.
Identification results yield accuracies of 99.5 % and 95.6 % for the Support Vector Machine and the One Class
Support Vector Machine models, respectively. These high accuracies are discussed looking at the values of the
feature that best separate the two classes. With this first feature alone, a separation between the drone and the
noise classes is clearly visible and it can be set more precisely using a binary classification that allows a negative
threshold compared to a one class scheme.

Further work concerns the study of the deviation in localization for low elevation angle before starting to
look at more complex configurations like multi-source or lower signal to noise ratio cases to finish the validation
in an outside environment where various issues can happen at once.
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